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Wind turbines can be controlled by controlling the generator speed and adjusting the blade angle and the total
rotation of a turbine. Wind energy is one of the main types of renewable energy and is geographically
extensive, scattered and decentralized and is almost always available. Pitch angle control in wind turbines with
Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) has a direct impact on the dynamic performance and oscillations of
the power system. Due to continuous changes in wind speed, wind turbines have a multivariate nonlinear
system. The purpose of this study is to design a pitch angle controller based on fuzzy logic. According to the
proposed method, nonlinear system parameters are automatically adjusted and power and speed fluctuations
are reduced. The wind density is observed by the fuzzy controller and the blade angle is adjusted to obtain
appropriate power for the system. Therefore, the pressure on the shaft and the dynamics of the turbine are
reduced and the output is improved, especially in windy areas. Finally, the studied system is simulated using
Simulink in MATLAB and the output improvement with the fuzzy controller is shown in the simulation results
compared to the PI controller. Fuzzy control with the lowest cost is used to control the blade angle in a wind
turbine. Also, in this method, the angle is adjusted automatically and it adapts to the system in such a way that
the input power to the turbine is limited. Compared to the PI controller, by calculating different parameters, the
power quality for fuzzy controller is enhanced from 2.941 % to 4.762 % for wind with an average speed of 12
meters per second.
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1. INTRODUCTION 1
Dynamics governs most industrial processes and the real
system is nonlinear. The analysis and design of the control
system in the nonlinear mode is very difficult [1]. The power
system is a very complex system whose equations are
nonlinear and its parameters may vary due to various factors
such as noise and local loads [2, 3]. Considering the
environmental and economical concerns, energy should be
produced at places away from consumption centers [4, 5].
In today's world, due to the decline of non-renewable energy
reserves, renewable energy has gained importance due to its
significant role and much research has been done to exploit
these resources [6, 7]. So far, many studies have stressed the
importance and application of new energies [8, 9].
Wind energy is used as a sustainable energy [10, 11]. One of
the main types of renewable energy is wind energy, which is
geographically extensive, scattered, decentralized, and widely
accessible [12, 13]. To get maximum energy from the wind
and according to the aerodynamic requirements of the
*Corresponding Author’s Email: n.behzadfar@pel.iaun.ac.ir (N. Behzadfar)
URL: https://www.jree.ir/article_143158.html

generators, it is important to provide an accurate controller
resistant to disturbances [14, 15].
When the wind speed and the speed of the turbine exceed
their nominal values, the angle controller operates and
decreases the power received from the wind by increasing the
angle [16, 17]. To this end, various control methods such as
proportional controller-integrator-derivative (PID) [18], linear
matrix of inequality [19], fuzzy logic [20], quadratic linear
equations [21], conventional predictive control [22], and a
sliding mode control scheme [23] are proposed. In [24] and
[25], the advantages and disadvantages of some examples of
controllers were listed.
Effects of various environmental and mechanical factors on
increased energy extraction by wind farm systems in [26]
were investigated using artificial network modeling, which is
the best model of artificial neural network based on annual
wind speed changes and diameter, in order to predict the
energy increase rate from wind farm. Turbine rotor and
turbine power were used.
A step angle control strategy using fuzzy logic control for
the DFIG wind turbine system was presented in [27], which
did not require system information and wind speed. Also, an
adaptive PI control loop was added to the fuzzy logic control
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and used as a step angle controller in a variable-speed wind
turbine system.
The most common controller in variable-speed wind
turbines to obtain the desired output power is the blade angle
controller. Blade angle control in wind turbines has a direct
impact on a machine’s dynamic performance and power
system oscillations. Wind turbines have a nonlinear and
multivariate system; hence, it is very important to design
controllers that adapt to the system at any time [28].
In this paper, fuzzy control is used to control the blade
angle. In this method, the blade angle is automatically
adjusted and adapts to the system in a way that increases the
input power to the system by taking into account the
aerodynamic conditions.
Compared to previous designs, the designed fuzzy controller
features no wind speed at the fuzzy input, which eliminates
the need for an anemometer. Using a regular pattern wind
speed is another feature of the proposed method which is
suitable for gaining a better understanding of the performance
of controllers. Several previous studies have pointed out that
the use of irregularly patterned wind speeds causes no
differences in the output of controllers in case of sudden wind
changes. Based on a comparison between the simulation
results, the superiority of the fuzzy controller is proven. The
use of the proposed controller in wind farms will increase the
efficiency and service life of mechanical parts and ensures
cheaper maintenance.
2. WIND TURBINE SYSTEM MODEL
Wind turbines consist of two main parts: mechanical power
generation and conversion of mechanical power to electrical,
done by the turbine and the generator, respectively [29]. In
this section, their relations and equations are briefly
mentioned.
2.1. Turbine
The two-mass model is used in the study of transient stability
to model the mechanical and electrical connection between the
generator and the wind turbine [30]. If TM, TS, and TE are
considered as mechanical, axial, and electrical torques in the
turbine, respectively, the equations are:

dωr
1
=
(TE + TS )
dt
2H R

(1)

dω t
1
(TM + TS )
=
dt
2H T

(2)

dβ
= ωb (ωt + ωr )
dt

(3)

where ρ (kg/m3), R (m), Vw (m/s), and Sb (VA) are air density,
pitch diameter, wind speed, and apparent power, respectively.
Wind turbine power factor (Cp) is equal to [33]:
CP (λ=
, β) c1 (
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where β is the pitch tip angle and the coefficient λi is equal
to:
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Blade tip speed to wind speed ratio (λ) is [34]:

λ=

ωt R
Vω

(7)

Therefore, at a given wind speed, there is only one specific
angular velocity for maximum power.
Wind speed is a determining factor in power reference,
torque, or turbine speed. Depending on the wind speed, the
operation of the turbine can be divided into four general
modes. The mechanical output power of a wind turbine is
divided into four regions in terms of wind speed, as shown in
Figure 1 [23].
The angular velocity of the turbine is set to be less than the
nominal wind speed in Cp,max. When the wind speed is higher
than the nominal wind speed, the blade angle control is
activated and by adjusting the blade and limiting the energy
received from the wind, the blade angle can be adjusted to
determine the proper power of the generator and gearbox. The
blade control mechanism can be modeled using the following
fixed time system (Tβ) [35, 36]:
dβP
1
=
(βP ref − βP )
dt
Tβ

(8)

When the wind speed is less than the nominal wind speed,
βpref is maintained at zero; however, when it exceeds the
nominal value, the actual power is modeled by the PI
controller via the following relations [37]:

βp ref
= K Pβ (Pt − Pt ref ) + x β

where HT is the moment of inertia of the turbine, HR the
moment of inertia of the turbine rotor, ωr the frequency angle
of the rotor and turbine, and β the angle of the pitch tip. Wind
kinetic energy is proportional to the second power of wind
speed while wind power is proportional to the cubic speed of
wind. Therefore, upon increasing wind speed, wind power
will increase. Technical use of wind energy is possible when
the average wind speed is in the range of 5 meters per second
to 25 meters per second (90 Km/h). The mechanical equation
of the turbine is given below [31, 32]:
PW=

(5)

Figure 1. Wind turbine operating areas in terms of wind speed

(9)

dx β
= K Iβ (Pt − P t ref )
dt
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rotor speed (ωr) are considered as inputs for the proposed
fuzzy controller [48].

where KIβ and KPβ are the integral interest rates, which are
proportional. The blade angle control block diagram in Figure
2 shows that the PI controller is used for adjustment. The
speed or mechanical power of the generator is expressed by X.
A summary of the parameters used to model the turbine is
given in Table 1.

Figure 2. Application of PI controller to controlling blade angle
Table 1. Turbine modeling parameters
Parameter
Frequency angles of the rotor
Mechanical torque
Axial torque
Electrical torque
Wind turbine power factor
Angles of the pitch tip
Moment of inertia of the turbine
Moment of inertia of the turbine rotor
Apparent power
Air density
Pitch diameter
Wind speed

Symbol
ωr
TM
TS
TE
CP
β
HT
HR
Sb
ρ
R
Vw

Unit
Rad/s
N.m
N.m
N.m
degree
s
s
VA
kg/m3
M
m/s

2.2. DFIG wind turbine system
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the system under study,
including the wind turbine and the controller. The turbines
used are Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs). HAWTs
are typically either two- or three-bladed and operate at high
blade tip speeds [38, 39]. The system model is derived from
the mechanical model of the blades, hub, and shaft; a
magnetic model of a three-phase transformer; and a
back-to-back converter of transmission line and network [40,
41]. The back-to-back converter is formed of separate parts on
the side of the device and the network that are connected to
each other via a DC connector capacitor [42, 43].
2.3. Control with fuzzy logic
Fuzzy generator, inference motor, fuzzy rules, and non-fuzzy
generator are the four main parts of a fuzzy controller. A
fuzzy inference system has fuzzy inputs and outputs; however,
the inputs and outputs of the target system are numerical [44,
45]. Based on the experience, language variables are used to
set fuzzy rules. All calculations and rules are done and
considered at the heart of the fuzzy system, the inference
engine [46, 47]. In the studied system, the multiplication
inference engine, singleton fuzzy maker, and center
interpolation maker are used. The block diagram using fuzzy
logic is shown in Figure 4. The error in the generator output
power (ΔP), the variation of the output power error (δΔp), and

Figure 3. Target system block diagram

Figure 4. Block blade angle control diagram using fuzzy logic

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, to demostrate different performances of the
controllers, two wind speeds with averages of 12 m/s and 16
m/s were used. The system parameters including turbine,
generator, and network are given in Tables 2 and 3. The
power coefficient of wind turbines depends on the wind speed
and is not constant. In the simulation, the maximum value for
Cp is 0.48. Fuzzy controller input and output adjustment
constants are K1=0.44×10-6, K2=0.0035, K3=0.006, and
K4=100.
The membership functions of the first fuzzy input (output
power) in the range of [-1 – +1] are considered. Generator
output power is in the MW limit and by multiplying it by K1,
it becomes the desired input for the fuzzy. The wind speed
pattern, which has an average value of 12 meters per second
as shown in Figure 5, is given below, including mechanical
torque in Figure 6, output power in Figure 7, dc link voltage in
Figure 8, reactive power in Figure 9, rotor speed in Figure 10,
and angle blades in Figure 11. Rotor speed and reactive power
are given in terms of pu. In case of sudden changes in the
wind speed, its effects are seen on each of the system
parameters. Two fuzzy and PI controllers were used to
compare the results. Increase in active power input, rotor
speed, and torque is well known in the fuzzy controller. Also,
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reducing the DC link voltage fluctuations and the reactive
transmission power are other advantages of this controller. All
of these advantages result from the lower blade angle
engagement.
Table 2. System and generator parameters
Component
Nominal value of power
Network voltage
Network frequency
Voltage in infinite bus
Magnetic inductance
Resistance in stator
Inductance in stator
Number of poles
Moment of inertia
Maximum converter power
Network side coupled indicator
Nominal voltage of dc bus
Capacitor in dc link
Network side control pins (Kp Ki)
Rotor side control pins [Kp Ki]
Line length

Value
9×103 W
575 V
60 Hz
120 KV
3 pu
7×10-3 pu
17×10-2 pu
3
5.04
0.5 pu
0.15-0.0015 pu
1.2×103 V
6×10-2 F
1.25-300
1-100
20×103 m

Figure 7. Output power (w) with an average value of 12 m/s

Table 3. Nominal parameters of the turbine
Component
Power rate
Wind speed rate
Maximum blade angle
Maximum blade angle changes
Wind cut-off speed

Value
9 MW
12 m/s
45o
2o/s
24 m/s

Figure 8. DC link voltage with an average value of 12 m/s

Figure 9. Reactive power with an average value of 12 m/s
Figure 5. Display wind speed with an average value of 12 m/s

Figure 6. Mechanical torque (Nm) with an average value of 12 m/s

Figure 10. Rotor speed (pu) with an average value of 12 m/s
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Figure 11. Pitch angle at an average value of 12 m/s with fuzzy and
PI controllers

Next, the wind speed pattern with an average of 16 meters per
second is given in Figure 12; in addition, simulation results
for mechanical torque, transmission power, rotor speed, and
pitch angle are shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, 13, respectively.
The speed of the rotor is given in terms of prionite. In this
wind speed pattern, PI power and speed controllers as well as
fuzzy ones are used to compare the results better. The blade
angle control is adjusted to increase wind power. This increase
rate augments the mechanical torque and speed of the rotor.
The fuzzy controller does not experience unnecessary
fluctuations in the PI control of the blade angle. For this
reason, it has increased the efficiency of the system. By
changing the angle control gain, the superiority of the fuzzy
controller over the PI is shown in Figures 14 and 15.

5

Figure 14. Zoom output power at an average value of 16 m/s

Figure 15. Rotor speed (pu) at an average value of 16 m/s

Figure 12. Display wind speed with an average value of 16 m/s

The application of an anemometer to have wind speed
information increases costs and reduces system reliability. The
use of fuzzy logic control to control the pitch angle is reliable
and robust in terms of nonlinear pitch angle properties with
wind speed. The advantages of fuzzy logic controllers over
conventional controllers include the following: cheap
development, coverage of a wide range of operating
conditions, and easy customizability in terms of natural
language.

Figure 13. Mechanical torque (Nm) at an average value of 16 m/s

Figure 16. Pitch angle in wind speed with an average value of 16 m/s

Figure 17. Pitch angle at an average value of 16 m/s withh fuzzy and
PI controller
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Figure 18. Pitch angle at an average value of 16 m/s with fuzzy and
PI controllers
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S., "Frequency control of islanded microgrids based on fuzzy
cooperative and influence of STATCOM on frequency of microgrids",
Journal of Renewable Energy and Environment (JREE), Vol. 5, No.
4, (2018), 27-33. (https://doi.org/10.30501/jree.2018.94119).
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J.M., "Protection of LVDC microgrids in grid-connected and islanded
modes using bifurcation theory", IEEE Journal of Emerging and
Selected Topics in Power Electronics, Vol. 9, (2019), 2597-2604.
(https://doi.org/10.1109/JESTPE.2019.2961903).

4. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper is to model and simulate a DFIG-based
wind turbine. An automatic controller based on fuzzy
algorithm was designed for wind turbine and it was compared
with traditional PI controllers. This controller enjoys
independence from wind speed at the fuzzy input. The
simulation results were obtained and demonstrated using
MATLAB software Simulink. The superiority of the fuzzy
controller in the simulation results was quite clear in case of
sudden wind changes. Turbine power stability and reliable
dynamic response resulted from the application of the
proposed controller. By comparing various parameters,
including the minimum values, and the ratio of harmonic
distortions to the principal component, power quality was
improved from 2.941 % to 4.762 % for the fuzzy controller,
compared to the PI controller, at an average wind speed of
12 m/s. At a wind speed of 16 m/s, the quality improvement of
2 % to 45.5 % was observed for the fuzzy controller,
compared to the PI controller.
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